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Abstract
Beginning with Judith Butler"s theory of gender melancholia and coupled with her
discussion of illegibility, this thesis explores the effects of grief that cannot be socially
expressed on identity. Broadening Butler"s argument. it argues that cultural
prescriptions involving race, class and gender can create environments where false
identities are created as a means of remaining legible or within the nom1ative
structures. These false identities are sometimes created with varying levels of
consciousness of the social forces that demand them. Looking at Nella Larsen"s
Passing and Toni Morrison"s Ja:: and 511/(/, it seems that with varying levels of
success. \\'omen" s relationships with one another can break these false identities and
help to create authentic identities by creating an environment that fosters honesty and
communicat ion.
The fundamental nature of grief allows for an acknowledgement that a person
or a relationship was not only alive in either the physical or figurative sense but also
real. Griefbecomes a physical and often public expression of loss that essentially
recognizes the importance of a person or object. However, one's ability to grieve the
loss of a loved person or object that is not considered socially acceptable or
appropriate becomes much less clear and much more difficult. In some cases, the lost
object cannot even be acknowledged by the moumer until the true relationship or
importance of that person or object is recognized. In her article "Prohibition.
Psychoanalysis. and the Heterosexual Matrix" Judith Butler uses Sigmund Freud's
work on mouming and melancholia as a basis for arguing that rather than a primary
incest taboo, a homosexual taboo creates the first defining loss that enables gender
identity fOIlllation. This socially produced loss of a mode of desire then creates
masculine and feminine identities. Extending this argument in her article "Beside
Oneself: On the Limits of Sexual Autonomy:' Butler suggests that the rejection of
certain love relationships such as those of gays and lesbians. creates an inability to
properly grie\'e for that which society tells us is unrecognizable. This refusal to
recognize love or a 1m'\? relationship then becomes synonymous with a denial of one' s
"access to the human" (30).
Butler \\'orks from Freud's "i\!ouming and i\1clancholia" to "The Ego and thc
Id:' focusing on Frcud's change from sceing melancholia as pathological to
mclancholia as thc fundamental dctcIlllining t:lctor of identity. \\'ol"king through
Freud's Oedipal theory. Butler argues that rather than the incest tabl10 delineating who
..,
we can desire and love, it becomes clear that without the homosexual taboo as prior to
it. Freud's argument cannot stand on its own without assuming opposite sex desire.
After highlighting Freud's superficial discussion of a primary bisexuality, it becomes
clear to Butler that: "within Freud's thesis of primary bisexuality, there is no
homosex uali ty, and only opposites attract" (63). However. Butler disagrees. Butler's
description of the homosexual taboo and its relation to identity fomlation works in
much the same way as Freud's Oedipal theory. For Freud a young boy has a
heterosexual desire for his mother but must let go of this desire and in doing so he
identities with the father. In this way, the incest taboo helps to create the boy's
"masculinity" by eventually aligning him with the father. As Butler sums up, in the
case of a prohibited heterosexual union:
it is the object which is denied, but not the modality of desire, so that the desire
is reOected from that object onto other objects of the opposite sex. But in the
case of a prohibited homosexual union, it is clear that both the desire and the
object require renunciation and so become subject to the intemalizing strategies
of melancholia. (59)
What Butler is suggesting then, is that rather than a boy simply desiring his mother he
has also desired his father. And, not only has his father been denied to him as an
object of lo\"e but prior to this, the mode of desire, or homosexual desire, has been
denied to him as well. In our culture then:
it is not primarily the heterosexual lust for the mother that must be punished
and sublimated, but the homosexual cathexis that must be subordinated to a
culturally sanctioned heterosexuality. (59)
Using this as the foundation for identity fonnation, Butler suggests that our
melancholic gender and our melancholic homosexual desire cause us to manifest our
"'
.'
loss as our "femininity" or "masculinity." Since men can still love women, though not
their mother but cannot love men or their father the process of melancholia takes place
both for the object, in other words the father, and the mode of desire. Men then
subsume this melancholia and manifest this denial of desire as their gender:
Because identifications substitute for object relations, and identifications are
the consequence of loss, gender identi fications is a kind of melancholia in
which the sex of the prohibited object is intemalizedasaprohibition.This
prohibition sanctions and regulates discrete gendered identity and the law of
heterosexual desire. (63)
Using the prohibited object as an example and a prohibition, Butler suggests the
"masculine" and "feminine" dispositions are reinforced and therefore so is
heterosexual desire. Focusing on these intemalizing strategies of melancholia, it
becomes evident that our melancholic grieving is in fact made visible through our
culturally expressed masculinity or femininity. Despite the fact that Freud naturalizes
these masculine and feminine "dispositions," for Butler. these "arc not the primary
sexual facts of the psyche, but produced effects of a law imposed by culture and by the
complicitous and transvaluating acts of the ego ideal"(64). Further. Butler argues that
the more one manifests "masculinity" or "femininity" as a natural disposition the less
grieving has been done for this primary loss.
Although there appear to be many problems \\'ith this as an origin theory.
namely the inconsistent historical presence of the homosexual taboo. I would like to
discuss ho\\' this theory. if looked at as functioning \\'ithin our modem society. relates
to the creation of gender. race and class identity. Rather than suggest as Butler appears
to. that this is an unconscious process which is identical for everyone. it seems more
helpful to simply explore melancholic grief that stems from social restrictions and how
this grief manifests itself. As a way of explanation for the potential problems in her
theory in Undoing Gender Butler says, "we come into the world on the condition that
the social world is already there, laying the groundwork for us"(32). In this sense,
Butler is suggesting that despite the changing nom1S or ways of life, there is a set way
that the social world functions and currently, as Butler sees it, these nonns appear to
include a homosexual taboo. FurthemlOre, it can be and has been argued that taboos
involving race and class can create similar situations of repressed grief, falsity of self,
or misrecognition. By further troubling identity formation as seen through the
homosexual taboo by examining intersections of race and class, I hope to examine the
ways in which these social restrictions and denials lead to an identity that makes one
"real" and "legible" to society as a whole, but also an identity that lacks authenticity.
Having created a foundation for identity fom1ation, Butler outlines our society
as being made up of individuals who are unalterably dependent on one another. Within
this society are certain non11S or rules that guide individuals not only towards specific
desire but also towards a particular definition of humanity. She extends her argument
to explain the ways in which this is e\'ident \\'ithin our culture in tenns broad enough
to encompass marginal groups in general. For example. the sexual rights of the gay
and lesbian community are not seen as the same as of the heterosexual community,
- -
However. the identities of hoth groups arc. "physically dependent on one another.
physically nJinerablc to one another" (22), Butler claims then that specitically the
oppression of certain groups hy others. though horrible. contributes in a backwards
way to the humanization of that group by forcing a social recognition of its existence
(30-1). Despite the clearly negative effects of oppression and violent persecution,
Butler seems to suggest that there is a worse alternative. For Butler:
To be oppressed you must first become intelligible. To find that you are
fundamentally unintelligible (indeed, that the laws of culture and of language
find you to be an impossibility) is to find that you have not yet achieved access
to the human. (30)
In this sense, there are those who are completely unrecognizable to society, who speak
the "language" of the human but cannot be identified or assimilated. And, as Butler
says. "violence against those who are already not quite lives. who are living in a state
of suspension between life and death. leaves a mark that is no mark" (Gender 25). This
violence then seems to provide a physical and mental way for those who fcar the
unrccognizable to crase the legibility that was prcviously created for any particular
minority group and reinforce the 'rules' that apply to the majority of society. In
Butler's \\urds this violence. "emerges from a profound desire to keep the order of
binary gender natural or necessary. to make of it a structure, eithcr natural. cultural. or
both. that no human can opposc. and still remain human" (35). Besides a binary
gender structure. it is easy to sec how a profound desire for class or race structures can
also create these situations of\·iolence. This structure. which denies legibility to
certain groups or modes of desire. creates an inhuman space which is not a
recognizable and functioning space. And. as Butler explains. this space cannot be
comfortably confronted without challenging legibility itself:
In confronting the unspeakable ... are \\'C confronting a socially instituted
foreclosure of the intelligihle. a socially instituted melancholia in which the
unintelligible life emerges in language as a living body might be interred into a
tomb? (Antigune '.I' Claim 81)
For Butler then, it seems likely that in order to remain "human" one's grief for
something unrecognizable could easily have to be displaced or misrecognized.
Displaced or misrecognized grief then manifests itself as culturally prescribed gender,
race and class roles. These roles are identifications, ways in which groups of people
can be classified and understood by society as a whole.
With this in mind, I would like to discuss the working through and recognition
of this grief in violent and non-violent ways, and the use of female relationships to do
so, within three specific novels involving African Americans in the early to mid 20s:
Passing, )a:: and Su/a. In each text I will explore the problem of a false but socially
legible self or life which is produced by a society that renders certain marginal selves
and lives. in part, illegible or inhuman. While it is possible to construct a life that is
legible, the consequences of ignoring one's grief or refusing to acknowledge the social
restrictions in place are great and often lead to repression, falsity and grief.
Remarkably, it is the connections and relationships between women, quite possibly
because they share a marginal space that appear to help break false identity and allow
for the emergence of something more authentic. Within these three nO\'els I would like
to note a progression of communication, honesty and connection in the relationships
between women in which I sec Passing as the least hopeful and Su/a as the most.
Before exploring Passing as a text. I \\'ould like to suggest that by retuming to
and broadening Butler's mode] of gender melancl10lia, it seems that Irene Redfield
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manifests a cultural and racial ideal aligned closely with class, more so than a gender
ideal, in a way that suggests un-moumed grief. Without suggesting this model remains
a perfect fit Butler's notions of melancholia and illegibility connected with identity
seem helpful in exploring Irene Redfield's and Clare Kendry"s struggle \vith race,
especially as it is linked with class, particularly because Clare and Irene are able to
visibly conceal themselves from the racial discriminations in place. Though black men
and women are by no means relegated to a completely illegible position in this text,
the restrictions and discriminations linked with race which Irene seeks to avoid and
ignore arc what appear to create her false self. It seems helpful then to suggest that
rather than complete illegibility, oppression and discrimination can help to create an
inauthentic self without necessarily relegating one to the inhuman.
Nella Larsen's novella. Passing, focuses on Irene Redfield, a young light-
skinned black woman whose desire to live a comfortable middle-class existence
without acknowledging issues of race leads to a violent resistance of those who live
either outside or between the borders of what Irene considers an ideal life. Her
seemingly perfect ex istence with her husband. who is a respectable doctor. and her
t\\"O children. remains unperturbed until Irene re-encounters a friend from her
childhood. Clare Kendry. \\"ho has permanently "passed over" into the white \\orld
(25). Clare. a sensual and seducti\"e \\"oman whose feelings arc always on the surface.
holds an ilTesistiblc attraction for Irene: and Clare's desire to retum to black society
secms to be connected specifically with Irene" Though on the surface Irene's
involvement with the ~egro \\'eIClre League and her perception of Clare as simply
s
wanting a frivolous connection to "her poor black brethren" suggests that she
identifies closely with her own race, as the novella progresses, Irene's separation and
distance from anyone not of her social status suggests that Irene wishes only to avoid
race as an issue altogether (55). Yet, Irene has remained in black society, despite being
able to "pass'" When questioned by Clare as to why. Irene explains simply that she
didn't have to pass because she had "everything I want. Except, perhaps, a little more
money:' making her choice seem more about convenience than loyalty to her race
(25). On the other hand, Clare seems insistent on retuming to black society, and her
recognition and friendship with those not in her social class confuses and upsets Irene.
Eventually it appears to be Clare's re-emergence in Irene's life that shocks Irene into
recognizing her desire for both a racially unrestricted existence at any cost and
possibly her desire for Clare herself!, Rather than admit to her feelings for Clare or
recognition of her similarities to Clare, Irene projects this desire onto her husband.
Brian. Though Irene resists fully acknowledging race as a definitive factor in her life
and thc identity she has constructcd, it is her relationship with Clare Kendry that sets
her on a path at least towards sel f awarcness. Finally, in an attempt to control the
chaos that Clarc has causcd, and as Butlcr suggests. to prcvcnt Clarc from upsctting
particular class and racc structures. Irene becomes involwd in Clare's death, most
likely pushing her from the fifth story window, though hcr prccisc culpability rcmains
lInc lear.
I Barhara Johmon. Judllh Butler and Dehorah E. ~lc Do\\ell all cIte Irene and Clare's rel.1ti('IlShil':ls
IUY1ng ,twng ,e\ual undercurrent,. Though the potentIally h0l110,C\ual relatlOmhlp het\\ecn Clare al1l1
Irene IS 11ltere,ting anl1 to ,ome extent rc!e\'ant to the argument. It ,eems cqually 1I111'0l1allt to c\pl11re
hl'1\ Cl.ue affcct, Irene a, \\1.'11 a, the 'reclfic rca'11llS for 11.
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By the time that Clare and Irene re-meet, it is clear that Irene has firn11y
established herself and her family in a black middle to upper-class bourgeoisie that
seems to mimic its white counterpart in most of its superficialities. However,
maintenance of this class status seems hinged on strict parameters of general behavior,
especially sexuality, which in essence manifests as an almost absence of authentic
feeling entirely. For Irene to live an undisturbed upper-class life. where "perhaps. a
little more money" is her only real concern it appears that she must necessarily deny
her sexuality and her race. The taboo of the "exotic" black woman or the "seductress"
which was a concern for black women at the time became something that had to be
contradicted and combated continuousIy.2 Irene expends a massive amount of effort
protecting herself and her children from even acknowledging anything that
distinguishes race, like lynching, which she angrily suggests her children do not need
to learn about. And despite Brian's insistence that it is a necessary education. Irene
tearfully replies that her children should not hear about "the race problem. I \\'on't
haw it" (103). Just as \\'illfullv as she il.!.nores the realities of race discrimination,
. ~
\\'hich she is able to escape in part because of her light skin color. she also ignores
sexuality. Irene easily links sex with "queer ideas" and "dreadful jokes."' easily setting
up Brian to angrily retort that. indeed. sex is nothing more than a "grand joke" (59-
: For 3 1110re cOl11plete discussion of this topic see Dcl'or3h E. \lcOowelrs ess3Y "'Th3t
n3l11elcss .. ,sh3mcful impulse': Se\u31ity in ~clb L3rsel1's QuicKsJnd 3nd PJSSin{'llr Th3dious \1.
D.wis' intr0ductionto the 1qqi edition of Pa.I,'i/;f" Both \I.:Oowell Jl1d OJYIS diSCUSS the C\otIC
stcreot:-T'c gl\"Cn to blJcK \\Ol11el1 Jl1d DJYIS detJIIs thc w3yS Il1 \\hICh blaCK \\(ll11el1 C3111e t(lgcther 3S 3
Cl1 m111uIlIty Jl1d dlSC\l5scd l11eJns of Cl1 111bJtlllg tIm stcreot:-l1 (',
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60). With effort, Irene has controlled these realities and skillfully forced them into the
background. But Clare disturbs this carefully constructed existence.
As is clear even at first meeting. Clare' s constant "shade too provocati ve"
presence intrigues and attracts Irene precisely because she exudes what Irene
represses. Irene has awakened a "wild desire" in Clare as well, but for Clare her
desire seems to be that of retuming to black society rather than attempting to ignore
race as an issue altogether:
you can't know how in this pale life of mine I am all thc timc seeing the bright
pictures of that othcr that I oncc thought I was glad to be frce of. .. It' s like an
ache, a pain that never ceases. ( II )
Here. Clarc is quite clearly voicing thc struggles of her rcprcssed idcntity. Her "pale
lifc" as a lowcr-class black woman who has passed over into upper-class white society
has forced her to deny hcr "other" \\·hich. though confusing. seems to be her authcntic
self. In fact. Clare' s acknowledgment of that self as an "other." as considered an
"othcr" by the white and wcalthy society she lives her Ii fe in, speaks to her awareness
of both her desire and the difficulty in achie\'ing it. Her longing to rctum to herself, an
incredible difficulty in her circumstance. reminds her of that misrccognized loss. of
the "pain" that \\·ill ncver leave hcr until shc is able to rc-connect. Clare's meeting
with Irenc. who is also passing. on top of thc Drayton Hotcl awakcns this longing
\\'ithin her and she \\Tites to Irene after. saying that she is "·Ionely. so loncly... [ I
]cannot hclp longing to bc \\'ith you again, as I havc nc\"Cr longcd for an~1hing
before"'( II). Importantly. it is Irene who sparks this longing and is seen by Clare as a
mcans of acccssing this "other" once again.
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During this same meeting, the reader is first introduced to Clare's uncanny
ability to read Irene's character correctly, "as if she had been in the secret of the
other" s thoughts" (23). It is here that Clare first puts Irene into a position where she
must question her motives and even confront her anger at being unable to fully
achieve her desire for a "white" or legible social existence. In essence, Clare forces
Irene to acknowledge unpleasant realities of race. Before discovering who Clare is and
therefore while she believes Clare is a \\'hite woman, Clare's unflinching stare causes
Irene to wonder if Clare just might possibly know that she is passing '"and gradually
there rose in Irene a small inner disturbance, odious and hatefully familiar" (16). Irene
suggests that she wasn't '"ashamed of being a Negro" and it was only '"the idea of
being ejected... that disturbed her"' (16). Yet it seems that rather than a simple
"inconvenience'" to be ejected would mean that Irene would have to confront race as a
problem in her life, and it would imply that she is still not recognized by the society
she has identified herself with. It is this. then, that Irene finds hateful.
Despite associating herself with upper-class white society, Irene is also aware
that as a black woman she must act in a particular way to engage with this culture, and
this rule should apply to Clare as well. At first. only gi\"Cn by '"another woman" would
Clarc's smile at her waitcr sccm "too pnl\'ocativc" yct \\hcn Irene learns Clare's
identity. and therefore that she is a black \\"Oman, "now Irene \\"as sure that it was too
proH1cati\'e for a \\'aiter" (18). Though Irene docs her best to ignore race entirely. it
sccms she is also in p:111 conscious of the rules she must obey in order to become a
part oithe legible existence she desires,
12
This meeting on top of the Drayton Hotel begins the re-connected relationship
between Irene and Clare which is to be the center of the novella. Quickly, Clare
becomes a part of Irene's social circle and barely a moment passes where Irene is not
either with Clare, thinking of her, or talking about her. Though Irene resists her
attraction to Clare and claims that she had "allowed Clare Kendry to persuade her into
promising to do something for which she had neither time nor any special desire" it is
clear that it is not simply Clare's \'oice "so appealing" and "so very seductivc" that
attracts and confuses Irene, but her entire attitude (33). Clare's "having" nature, in
which she claims she will "do anything, hurt anybody, throw anything away:' bothers
Irene, perhaps because it so clearly mirrors her own subtle methods of manipulating
those around her to get what she \\'ants (81). Despi te Irene's protestations against a
revival of the friendship, Clare becomes an intimate family friend, suggesting that
Irene does have a desire for Clare and what Clare promises; even if it is a desire she
does not want to acknowledge. For Irene, Clare, as a woman who has successfully
passed ewcr creates a "fascination, strange and compelling:' perhaps it is cven thc
recognition of her desires \\'ithin Clare (28).
As the novella progresses, it becomes clear that Clare often voices those
thoughts and feelings that Irene perhaps suppresses or does not recognize as her o\\·n.
Irene attempts to mask this identification by constantly suggcsting Clarc's
unrecognizability to her. When Irene receivcs thc first "appcaling" letter from Clare it
appears "almost illegible" (II ). :\s she "puzzles" through Clarc's \\Titing, Irene is
struck \\-ith "humiliation, resentmcnt and ragc" as she is reminded once again of
U
Clare's ability to confuse her carefully drawn perception of herself (11). For Irene,
Clare's outburst offeeling in her second letter "roused again that old suspicion that
Clare was acting, not consciously, perhaps- that is, not too consciously-, but none the
less, acting" (52). Yet as the relationship progresses, it is Irene that often finds herself
masking her feelings and "acting" in public to preserve outward appearances. Time
and again, Irene feels compelled to suggest to herself that Clare is beyond her
understanding, yet her own actions fit neatly with Clare's mindset and more often than
not, Irene attributes to Clare what she actually does herself. 3 Despite her best attempts
to avoid feeling and often avoid the reality of being a black woman in the 1920s,
Clare's presence as a black woman like herself who has been accepted into the
dominant society Irene desires forces Irene to question the true meaning of race.
While Clare, as a symbolic white woman, is technically a member of the
section of society that defines legibility, it is Irene who acts as the dominant culture
and refuses to acknowledge the aspects or desires of those in her life that do not fit
into her sense of the nonnal or socially acceptable..! Clare easily mingles with Irene's
maids \\'ith as Irene puts it. "an exasperating childlike lack of perception" and suggests
that Clare wouldn't have "been so friendly with white servants:' only highlighting
Irene's general refusal to associate with those outside of her class (79). As Brian had
so ironically put it, cvcn the Negro Welfarc Lcaguc dancc. \\'hich Ircnc organizcs.
, L1r,el1', ll,e l~f Irel1e J, Jl1 ul1reliJble l1JITJ1l1r hJ, bee11 dt,cu"ed 111 ,eYerJ! e»JY, 311d fit, \\"ell \\lIh
the IWtlOl1 thJt ,he I, de11\"1111: recoI:11111011.
• 0.1\ i, JI'l' di,Cll"C, Ire'l1e'~ de,i;e to idcl1tit~ with \\ hite 'OCtet~.
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seems overpopulated with upper class white society and, "pretty soon the coloured
people won't be allowed in at all" (69).
It seems fitting then that Irene occasionally manifests white bourgeoisie
behavior and even utilizes recognition as a means of suppressing those that are
di fferent or those that challenge her standards. After a second meeting \vith Clare at
her home, in which Irene is unwittingly forced to "pass" in front of Clare' s racist
husband, she says of seeing Clare again that "she had only to turn away her eyes. to
refuse her recognition" which would effectively remove Clare from Irene's realm of
legible and meaningful existence (47). In a similar manner, Irene also refuses to
acknowledge Brian's desire "for some place strange and different which at the
beginning of her marriage she had had to make such strenuous efforts to repress" (47).
In an attempt to force those in her life to fit the standards she has adopted, Irene often
ignores or willfully misinterprets and manipulates people, just as she had skillfully
done with Brian in order to suppress his "strange" desires. Irene even masters the
objective gaze and looks upon her husband as an object. even perhaps as a white
woman looking at a black man. While studying her husband \"ith a "sort of curious
detachment" she suggests that
yes. wouldn't he perhaps han? beenl11erc1y ordinarily good-looking but for the
richness. the beauty of his skin. which was of an exquisitely fine texture and
deep copper colour. (53-4)
Though this appears to be celebrating his attractiveness as a black man. \\"hen linked
\\ith a bter con\'l..'fsation. Irene's comments take on another connotatron. Hugh
\\"ent\\"orth. a wealthy white man \\'ho is friends with Irene and attends the i\egro
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Welfare Letgue dance. remarks to Irene about white women's particular interest in
certain black men:
'They're always ravishing about the good looks of some Negro, preferably an
unusually dark one. Take Hazelton there, for example. Dozens of women have
declared him to be fascinatingly handsome. How about you Irene? Do you
think he's -er- ravishingly beautiful?'(76)
Irene replies:
'1 do not! And I don't think the others do either. Not honestly, I mean. I think
that what they feel is-well, a kind of emotional excitement. You know, the
sort of thing you feel in the presence of something strange, and even, perhaps,
a bit repugnant to you: something so different that it's really at the opposite
end of the pole from all your accustomed notions of beauty" (76)
She feels comfortable and confident voicing the opinions and feelings of the majority,
yet she is not in point of fact a part of it, as she is occasionally and painfully reminded,
particularly by Clare. With a detached and possibly objectifying gaze, Irene had
studied her husband' s features. who as she sarcastically reminds Clare could '"not
exactly ·pass....(3 7). In a remarkably similar fashion. Irene dissects this fascination
\\'ith color and comfortably expresses what she feels must be the reason for white
\H1men's attraction to black men. She e\'Cn goes so far as to imply her repugnance at
such an attraction. easily implying that her own analysis ofBrian's attraction fits
simply in this category as well. Coupled with her un-restrained exclamations o\'Cr
Clare's beauty. a \\oman \\'ho easil y passes as white. the reader is made aware that
Irene also tinds the accustomcd notions ofbcauty. which more or less ignore or
fctishilc black mcn and \\'Olllcn. to be her o\\'n.
As the novella draws to an end. Irene' s grip on her particular perception of her
life begins to slip. Again. Clare's uncanny ability to read Irene's mind. or at least of
seeming to, unsettles Irene and brings about moments of pure emotion and honest
contemplation. Perhaps created in her mind as a means of protection, Irene suddenly
'finds out" about an affair she believes is happening between Clare and Brian and
"feeling" seems to threaten. She suddenly wants "to laugh. to scream. to hurl things
about" but instead she forcibly restrains herself and simply continues the tea party she
is in the middle of hosting. maintaining the deception (91). The "acting" she had tried
to attribute to Clare is in fact a reflection of her own attitudes and actions. Her
manipulation of all those in her life to achieve the kind of life she desires, and her
ability to mask her own feelings makes her a consummate actress. It begins to dawn
on hcr that perhaps her pcrccption of things might be falsc and "within hcr she felt a
hardness from fceling. not absent. but represscd .... as if in a house long dim, a match
had bcen struck. showing ghastly shapes whcre had bcen only blurred shado\\·s·· (89.
(1). The ghastly shapes. or the realities of her existence that she had repressed. are
beginning to take fonn and it seems they in no way fit with Ircnc's vision of what hcr
lifc had bccn and should bc. Ircnc had said to Clarc that she had "cvcrything I want"
making it unnccessary to pass. but c\·cntually Ircne recognizcs the "cycrything" that
she has is a carefully constructed social existence that denies race as a factor. rather
than seeing it as a reality.
Larscn continues to have Irene second-guessing her perception of things. as
shc suddenl\' tinds it difticult to decide ifnow what she was seeing \\as "as it ah\-ays
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was ... Queer. that now she didn't know, couldn't recall"'(93). Laced within Irene's
moments of coherence and contemplation, she finally addresses race head on:
She was caught between two allegiances, different yet the same. Herself. Her
race. Race! The thing that bound and suffocated her. Whatever steps she took,
or if she took none at all, someone would be crushed. A person or the race.
Clare, herse If orthe race. Or. it might be, all three ... For the first time she
suffered and rebelled because she was unable to disregard the burden of race.
(98)
At this moment. it becomes painfully clear that Irene's true concerns and desires are
not linked to any infidelity that mayor may not exist between Clare and Brian. Irene
acknowledges momentarily that she has always been able to separate herself from her
race before Clare ruined this, despite the fact that they seem inexorably entwined.
Unlike Brian. whose obvious inability to "pass:' leaves him visibly susceptible to
racial discrimination and violence, Irene has always been able to avoid race. It is the
problems associated with race, the discrimination, the violence and the exclusion that
have come to suffocate and control Irene's existence. At this moment, Irene
recognizes that any action, including inaction, renders her guilty of some infraction to
an allegiance she feels she must have. For Irene to continue the life she has lcd, a life
of security, she must ine\'itably sacri fice either her existence as she has kno\\'n it. her
pUlV0rted allegiance to her own race. Clare, or perhaps all threc. This suggcstion that
she might destroy "all three" implies that Irene is vaguely a\\are that to destroy Clare
means she must once again ignore race as a "problem" despite acknowledging in this
momcnt that it is a factor. In a momcnt of absolute honesty. Ircne tinally considcrs
\\hat has always driycn hcr actions:
IS
Security. Was it just a word? Ifnot then was it only the sacrifice of other
things, happiness, love or some wild ecstasy that she had never known, that it
could be obtained? And did too much striving, too much faith in safety and
pemlanence, unfit one for these other things? (107)
In this moment, it seems clear that Irene feels that security in her life, in the life she
has chosen, does prevent her from love, ecstasy and an authentic self. The security that
she has constructed for herself by denying the "burdens" or problems associated with
being black in the 1910s have also "unfit" her life for anything authentic. for any of
the genuine feeling which Clare expressed that made Irene increasingly
uncomfortable. Irene begins to recognize that her outward appearances, her literal
whiteness, had in part protected her from the tunnoil of fecling. Irene is able to mask
that she is different, and outside the legible and accepted existence, and therefore that
she would have any "hurt" inside of her stemming from racial discrimination. Irene' s
recognition "that she could bear anything. but only if no one knew that she had
anything to bear" once more becomes a means of escape and denial (94). She is able to
"bear" it simply because no one. including herself at certain times. knows that she has
anything to bear. In this way. Irene again chooses security.
In almost an instant. Irene retreats from these moments of open and honest
meditation. In the midst of being awakened. and as Irene feels her Ii fe becoming
unreal. she reacts with yiolcnce. Rather than construct a ne\\' perception based on the
realities Clare eyokes. Irene dccides to buttrcss her life and rid hersclf of Clarc's
intluence.
From the yisions and dangers which she no\\' perceiYcd she shrank away. For
them she had no rcmedy or courage. Desperately she tried to shut out the
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knowledge from which had risen this turmoil, which she had no powel to
moderate or still, within her. And half succeeded. (96)
Irene understands that this knowledge she is beginning to access is inevitably life
changing, if not shattering. Her efTorts to ignore. repress and "shut out'" this
knowledge within her are admittedly only a half success. Irene's ability to use a
relationship between Clare and Brian as a cover for her other, more dangerous desires
and realizations seems to shelter her from full recognition. Moreover, it remains
enough to allow Irene to retain her existence as it is, without attempting to incorporate
anything new. As Butler explains, Irene is rcsponding violently to this encroachmcnt
on the nomlal:
the violent response is one that does not ask, and docs not seck to know. It
wants to shore up what it knows, to expunge what threatens it with not-
knowing, what forces it to reconsider the presuppositions of its world, their
contingency, their malleability. (35)
Irenc forces Clarc into a position of competition, disavowing any of the previous
meditations shc had about race and security. Rather than accept and assimilate any
new infonnation or the possibility of an altcmate cxistencc, Irenc feels compellcd to
resist.
Finally, at a Christmas gatheri ng on the Ii fth tloor of a friend's apartment.
Clare's husband barges in and confronts Clare about her racial identity. In a momcnt.
Irene makes her decision: "One thought possessed her. She couldn't have Clare
Kcndry cast aside by Bellew. She c()uldn't have her free" (III). Already painfully
aware of Clare's ability 1() wreak ha\l.1c on her life, Irene kn()\\,s that Clare's freedom
to re-join black society "'ould unhinge her plans forever. It is these final definitive
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moments that "Irene Redfield never afterwards allowed herself to remember. Never
clearly" ( III). Rather than continue to meditate on the choices she has made and the
possible desires she has repressed, she chooses to remain in the nom1al never allowing
herself to re-access these moments of clarity. In a confused instant, with Irene's arm
on Clare·s. Clare is suddenly falling out the five story window and to her death. While
everyone else rushes to the ground level to Clare, Irene stays above, struggling to
avoid the truth, the reality of what has just happened. Perhaps suggesting her
culpability, Larsen says that "Irene wasn't sorry. She was amazed. incredulous
almost" (III ). Thc imagcry of thc sccnc hcarkcns back to that of thc tca party whcrc
Ircnc smashcs a tca cup and covcrs hcr inadvcrtcnt violcncc with thc suggestion that
shc had bccn struck with thc inspiration to dcstroy it and "be rid of it for ever" (94).
Ultimately. with Clare's death comes Irenc's protection from having to openly "bear"
the pain of race and thereforc confront the problem of legibility.
Despite moments of clarity and connection that would seem to enhance one's
ability to access grief or an authentic self. Irenc and Clare's relationship inevitably
rcads as compctition rathcr than partnership. Irene cven suggests that Brian sces hcr as
an "obstacle" bet\\een himself and Clare. once again highlighting thc competition
betwcen the two women rather than the admittedly peculiar friendship betwcen them
(93). For a time Irene is aware of this repression and e\'Cn suggests that her lack of
"acute, unbearable pain seems unjust. as if she had been denied some exquisite solace
of su ffering \\'hich the fu 11 ackno\\'lcdgment should haw given her"' (106-7). Yet. it
seems that Irene never reaches "full acklllm-Icdgmcnt:' denying herself this pain by
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ultimately refusing to see anything more than an infidelity between Clare and Brian. In
the end, she continues to manifest her melancholia, her grief at the illegibility that
racial discrimination can cause, as not only social prescriptions which are specifically
linked to class and race ideals but also a willful ignorance of the effects of racial
discrimination on those around her. Irene's violence is clearly negative, whether literal
in that she pushes Clare to hcr dcath or figurative in that she refuses to acknowlcdge
thc realitics of racc that Clare rcpresents. Howcver, this is not always the casco In
ccrtain ways, violcnce can bc wiclded by womcn and evcn taught to othcr women as a
mcans ofprcscrving a scnsc ofsclfthat is not molded by a nonnative society. Whilc
Ircnc incvitably forccd Clarc into a position whcrc shc rcmaincd competition and a
disturbancc to hcr pursuit of an ideal existence, women's relationships can also be
seen as fostering idcntity exploration.
Though not entirely void of the willfulmisrccognition and compctition in
Passing, Toni ivtorrison' s novel Ja:: works through identity and gricf utilizing
\\'omcn's relationships as well. Within the novel, thc restrictions placed on African
Amcricans due to race combine with the oppression of gender to create a hostile
environment for the fonnation of identity as well as for the development of equal and
honest IO\'C relationships. The triangulation between the three main characters Violet
and Joe, a middle-aged married couple, and Dorcas, an IS-year-old girl. instigates
particularly in Violet a violent rcco\'CrY of self. However. \'iolence in this context is
not entirely negative and in fact is linked with a successful identification of a false self
and a cl1nscious mo\'\~ to dismiss it. \'iokt's 'murder' of her false self seems linked
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with her relationships with Dorcas and Alice Manfred, and her consciousness of how
false selves develop is then conveyed to another young woman, Felice, with the
apparent intention of educating her how to avoid the creation of a false self.
Violet and Joe Trace, though married in the country, became part of the Great
Migration to city-life in the early 1900s. At first, the city, rather than enhancing
something false or misleading about Violet and Joe seems to enable them to get in
touch with who they believe they really are and, '"they feel more like themselves, more
like the people they always believed they were" (35). There is a sense of hope and
freedom as people truly begin to feel that. "history is over. you all. and everything's
ahead at last" (7). However. Morrison makes it clear that that history continues to
affect the present and the future as she described details about the race riots laced with
a general tension between men and women. There is an undercurrent of violence, not
always at hand, but nonetheless affecting the mood of the novel. Newspaper headlines
detailing the violence against women appear self-explanatory, but Alice Manfred. a
sci f-descri bed '"unarmed" ,,"oman, suggests that they arc not. In fact:
black women were anned; black women were dangerous and the less money
they had the deadlier the weapon they chose. Who else were the unanned
ones'? The ones who thought they did not need folded blades. packets of lye.
shards of glass taped to their hands. Those ,,"ho bought houses and hoarded
money as protection and the means to purchase it. ...Those who swelled their
little unanncd strength into the reckoning onc of leagucs. clubs. societies.
sisterhoods dcsigned to hold or withhold. mo\"c or stay put. makc a way.
solicit. comfort and case ... Any other kind of unarmed black woman in 1926
was si lent crazy or dead. (77-8)
Thc tensions and forccs act ing upon hlack WOl11en speci fically here. hut not
C\clusively, that seem to create spccific safe hut perhaps t:llse identities are not
entirely subtle and women are reacting consciously to these forces. Alice' s detailed
description of the "unarmed" women who fight back reveals an awareness of the
violent and non-violent ways of combating these pressures. On some level then Violet,
Joe and Dorcas must be aware of these forces as well. But, although all three exhibit
similar indications of false identity, I would like to specifically discuss Violet's
transition from "dancing on a train" to silent and "Violent" and finally back to
"Violet:' because it is Violet in particular who checks her occasional reactions against
the nom1al but ultimately conquers these impulses and creates her "self:' herself (30,
75).
Violet is described carlyon as the child of a "suicide" but also a strong
independent \\'oman who "chose" Joe (95), As she enters the city. it is clear that she
and Joe are in love and feel alive and real. However. soon Violet's "cracks" begin to
show:
I call them cracks because that is what they were. Not openings or breaks, but
dark fissures in the globe light of the day. She wakes up in the moming and
sees with perfect clarity a string of small, well-lit scenes. In each one
something specific is being done: food things. work things ... .The globe light
holds and bathes each scene. and it can be assumed that at the curve where the
light stops is a solid foundation. In truth. there is no foundation at all. but
alleyways. cre\'ices one steps across all the time. (23)
:\s ~Iorrison aptly notes. though the globe light illuminates what is 'normal" or legible
social behavior. each person must reckon with the cracks and cre\'ices that lay outside
the n0I111. If these nomlS are based on gender or race. it becomes muc h more di fficu It
to n;1\'igate thc cracks bccausc c\'en \'isibly onc is unable to blend in or escape. The
evcry day routinc. which \\'ould sccm s3fe 3nd simple. becomes 3 site of devi3tion fi.lr
Violet as she begins to recognize how awkward and insincere it can feel. First, these
cracks of Violet's appear innocuous. One day on the way to work, she simply sits in
the middle of the street and is unable or unwilling to get up. Soon, her behavior
becomes less able to be ignored. Again, on her way to work, a young girl asks Violet
to watch her baby brother while she goes into her home to get a record. Violet takes
the baby out of the carriage and walks away, contemplating how her life could change
if she simply stole the child. After some commotion, Violet returns the baby and
appears angry that anyone would suggest she would steal the child saying "last time I
do a favor for anyone" (22). Finally. Violet disconnects from language. During
regular everyday conversations. Violet's speech becomes peppered with. "words
connected only to themselves" (23). Returning again to Butler. Violet is beginning to
recognize that her life and her 'self lie within the cracks of normal life. The language
of the nonnal begins to fail her and she literally becomes unintelligible. So, for a time
Violet remains silent. and perhaps "unarmed" as Alice suggests. attempting to conceal
her departure from the nann. Morrison however. makes it clear that Violet is not alone
in suppressing these feelings. Women just like Violet
fill their mind and hands \\'ith soap and repair and dicey confrontations because
what is \\'aiting for them. in a suddenly idle moment. is the seep of rage.
~lolten. Thick and slow-moving. ivlindful and particular about what in its path
it chooses to bury. Or else. into a beat of time. and sideways under their
breasts. slips a sorrow they don't know where from. (16)
Here, ~lolTison poetically captures the essence of melancholic grief and foreshadows
\'iolet" s incvitahle plunge into a consciousness of what has been denied her.
Endea\oring to a\'oid confronting this rage or grief. \\'omen pcrfl:mll thc customary
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actions of women, filling their time in order to keep these slips and cracks at bay.
These slips and cracks inevitably contain and are therefore capable of releasing the
rage and grief that these women cannot find acceptable ways to express.
In Michelle Loris's article "Self and Mutuality: Romantic Love, Desire, Race
and Gender in Toni Morrison's Ja::" Loris provides a similar argument. Her
foundational claim suggests that the mothers of Violet, Joe and even Dorcas lacked
independence and a selfwhich denied their children's the ability to form a selfas well.
These characters must then create a "false self" that allows them to "stave off chaos"
and violence (54, 58). Though Loris's claim certainly applies to violence done to these
thrcc, Violct ultimately Il'ields a positivc violencc, though not a physical violcncc. She
becomes an "armed" black woman who "did not carry pistols because they became
pistols" (Morrison 78). In ordcr to access a "Violet" not creatcd by something or
someone clse she rccognizcs that she must cnact violcncc, in other words kill thc false
sciI' that has bccn moldcd by thc world shc livcs in. Morrison dcftly makcs a
connection between authentic identity and onc' s ubi lity to choosc a lovc as opposcd to
bcing told who onc is allowed to lovc. Only aftcr dcstroying a falsc sciI' is Violct able
to lo\'c \\'ho and how shc \\'ants to lovc.
Loris also cxplores how it is that Violct is ablc to rcgain this indcpcndcncc.
Compellingly, Loris argucs that Violct is cmpowcrcd by othcr womcn, namcly Dorcas
and Dorca< aunt. Alice ~bnfred. Violet's obsession with Dorcas hegins as ajealous
curiosity that transfonns into somcthing much different. As Violet progresses in her
self-exploratil1n, she hegim tl1 wonder "if she isn't falling in love with [Dorcas] too"
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(Morrison 15). Staring at the picture of Dorcas that she borrowed from Alice, she
becomes mesmerized and sees Dorcas as, "an inward face- whatever it sees is its own
self. You are there. it says, because I am looking at you" (12). Though she dislikes
Dorcas from beginning to end and finds her "haughty" and a "sneak" it is through her
exploration of Dorcas that Violet begins to explore herself. Dorcas's "inward face"
rather than objectifying Violet. as it might seem to. instead seems to reveal Violet's
subjectivity. Violet moves from attempting to cut Dorcas's face while she lay in her
coffin, perhaps as an attempt to maintain the safety of the noml and to forego having
to speak the unintelligible just as Irene did, to studying her inward face as she comes
to study herself. Importantly, Violet ultimately refuses to position Dorcas as simply
competition, or an obstacle between herself and her husband, as Irene had done with
Clare.
Similarly, Violet's conversations and unconventional friendship with Alice is
an investigation of Violet" s motivations and the restrictions placed on herself and on
black \\'omen in general. It is here that Alice investigates the differences between
helpless \'ictims and the "armed" and "unarmed" black \\'omen of the day. Unlike
Alice, other women "had not surrendered:' and this appears to include Violet. too
(77). When asked by Alice what Violet's reasons fl1r coming to her were she replies,
"I had to sit do\\'n somewhere. I thought I could do it herc. That you would let me and
you did" (g~). It is Alice. another woman. \\ho allows Violet the spacc to search for
and discover the "me" shc had felt was missing in hcr lifc. In Alicc's presence. Violet
literally and figuratively "sits" and "rests" from the pressures outside of her and she
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voices the unintelligible thoughts she was unable or unwilling to voice before. "Tell
me something real" she demands of Alice and eventually through honest conversation
with one another they are able to work out some sort of an answer (110). Unable to
"siC before. even though she tried to in the street. Alice allows Violet this opportunity
as well as the opportunity to speak clearly: "no apology or courtesy seemed required
or necessary between them. But something else was- clarity, perhaps. The kind of
clarity crazy people demand from the not-crazy" (83). Violet. believing that Alice is
suggesting that she "give up'" forces Alice to passionately declare instead that
"Nobody's asking you to take it. I"m saying make it. make it!" (113). Together. Alice
and Violct stumble upon and then grasp their own subjectivity, deciding at last to
"make" themseI\'es.
Finally, latcr, whcn Violct and Joc appcar rcconci Icd and pcrhaps in lovc
again. Vio\ct explains to Dorcas' best friend, Felice, how it was she was able to regain
herself.
'What's the world for if you can't make it up the way you want it? ... it will
change you and it'll be your fault because you let it. .. [I] forgot it was mine.
My lifc, 1just ran up and down the streets wishing 1was somebody
else ... \Vhite. Light. Young again ... the two of us. Had to get rid ofit. .. Killed
her. Then 1killed the me that killed her'
'~Ic.' (208-9)
\'iolct is clear that the \\'orld she and Felice live in can quickly but almost
imperceptibly take your life from you and fonn you how it chooses. Howc\"Cr, it is
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"your fault" if you stop paying attention. stop fighting and therefore allow it to
happen. Violet"s wish to be someone else, someone "white:' or really the wish for the
nonn, the ideal, and the legible was not a wish for herself and in order to regain an
identity of her own making she was forced to "kill" those false selves. Though Violet
does not seem to remain close to Alice or Felice, it seems important that Violet passes
on her knowledge and her advice to Felice as a means of protecting and educating her.
Significantly, Felice becomes a strong woman who is "nobody's alibi, or hammer or
toy" (122). And Alice returns to her hometown, possibly reconciling with the woman
who stole her husband, suggesting that hcr relationship with Violet opens her up to thc
companionship and strcngth womcn can rcccive from onc anothcr (222).
Morc optimistically. }a:: offcrs womcn thc ability to cxplorc thcmsclvcs
through othcr womcn and succcssfully access a sclfand a life they can call their own.
As Alicc dcscribes whcn shc discusses anlled and unanllcd womcn, thc conscious
fight against an inauthentic sclf or identity is oftcn fought by communities or groups
of womcn. Morrison seems to suggest that whcn womcn comc togcthcr as a group,
rathcr than sec cach othcr as competition, they arc ablc to makc changcs and makc
scln?s. Violet" s suggcstion that it is "your fault'" suggcsts that womcn can bc and
should be awarc of thc forccs that act upon thcm and should also be aware of how to
fight them. Howc\'Cr. in many ways women still remain compctition for one another.
Though Dorcas helps Violet find herself and see herselfas a subject. she also remains
an objcct of disdain as thc "haughty" girl who stole hcr husband's hcart. And.
ultimatcly. \'irl\ct"s rclationships with womcn lack eycn thc lasting passion sccn
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between Clare and Irene. Finally, despite the positive description of Violet and Joe's
new-found love for one another, in temlS of viewing the strength and power of
women's relationships, having the focus return to heterosexual married existence feels
somewhat disappointing. Although Morrison portrays romantic love, the choice of
loving someone as particularly one's own and connected to one's identity, as healthy
and important, it might have bccn additionally powerful for Violet to havc continued
to fostcr hcr rclationships with Alicc, Fclice, or other womcn in general. Howevcr,
turning to anothcr Morrison novcl, Su/a, it becomcs cvident that womcn can work
through onc anothcr to rcgain sel f and access gricf and sustain important and lasting
rclationships with onc anothcr.
Within Su/a, Morrison cfficicntly constructs a town fillcd with mclancholic
gricf and comprchcnsivcly outlincs scvcral important rclationships betwccn womcn
which provide a strongcr basis for a community analysis than cithcr Ja:: or Passing.
In this novel, women's relationships take centcr stage but are also easily identificd as
embcddcd within thc social structurc ofthc town and socicty as a whole. Thcrcforc. I
hope to explore more fully the social effects on Nel and Sula's relationship as well as
its dcvclopmcnt and continuation throughout thc coursc of thc novel.
From thc bcginning, thc intcnsc rclationship bctwcen Sula and Ncl can bc
construed as socially inappropriate as it interferes with each woman's ability to be a
wife, mother and rccognizable human. \\'hilc growing up, thc t\\"O womcn arc
considercd almost as onc by themselvcs and thcir community. Though not o\·crtly
sexualized thc rclationship horders on romantic attachmcnt and has sulnTrsive
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elements that lead the reader to believe the relationship lies outside the borders of
typical social bonds. However, Nel eventually marries and for a time Sula leaves
town. After a rupture of the rules that come to govern Nel"s life, Sula and Nel separate
only to meet again on Sula's deathbed. Years later. as Nel passes Sula's grave she is
finally and irreversibly struck with her loss and realizes how important Sula had truly
been.
The foundation ofNel and Sula's relationship begins in an all black town
called "Bottom" in the early to mid 1900s and it is immediately clear that mourning is
an important but difficult task for those who live there. Morrison opens her novel with
Shadrack, the town's local drunk "'ho most likely suffers from post traumatic stress
disorder after serving in the war. After Shadrack returns from a particularly brutal
battle, he is unable to find the boundaries and focus in his life that he feels arc
necessary to continue living nonnally. Recovering in a hospital, Shadrack attempts to
eat but only after he is convinced that his rice. tomatoes. and meat "would stay where
they were- would not explode or burst forth from their restricted zones" (8). As he
struggles to contain his world in recognizable and nOnllal dimensions he begins to feel
that he had. "no past. no language. no tribe. no source ....he had been harboring a
skittish apprehension that he was not rear' (12-13). Shadrack cannot handle the sudden
shift from a \\'orld of order to that which makes him unrecognizable and inhuman e\'en
to himsclf. As could be sccn \\"ith Irene. Shadrack is responding \"iolently to this
cncroachmcnt on the nonna1. Once again. as Butler put it. hc is attempting to "sl1l1rc
up" \\hat hc kno\\s and "cxpungc" or contain what threatens him. Fighting tl.... r
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normalcy, Shadrack is imprisoned until a police officer reads his papers and gets him a
ride back to his home town. It is in those first few days back that Shadrack struggles
for a way to live life recognizably.
Shadrack began a struggle that was to last for twelve days, a struggle to order
and focus experience. It had to do with making a place for fear as a way of
controlling it. .. It was not death or dying that frightened him, but the
unexpectedness of both. In sorting it all out, he hit on the notion that if one day
a year were devoted to it, everybody could get it out of the way and the rest of
the year would be safe and free. In this manner he instituted National Suicide
Day. (14)
Shadrack's need lor normalcy. to avoid the unexpected, forces him to create a space
for this fear of the unknown. "National Suicide Day" becomes Shadrack's way to
allow for the borders of nonnalcy to have a space without disrupting his everyday life.
Though his initial reaction was a violent one, Shadrack eventually works through this
to create a space for everything. Shadrack recognizes his reality and is aware that his
creation of this space is a means of containing all extraneous factors safely. However.
despite this assimilation. Shadrack's space for the unexpected remains artificial. It also
becomes clear that after recognizing Shadrack's disorder and his relatively peaceful
way of li\·ing. the people of Bottom begin to accept his de\·iations.
"Once the people understood the boundaries and nature of his madness. they
could fit him. so to speak. into the scheme of things ... In fact. they had simply
stopped remarking on the holiday because they had absorbed it into their
thoughts. into their language. into their lives." (15)
At first it appears that ~Iorrison, using Butler's language. describes the ways in which
the people ofBottoll1non-\'iolcntly assimilate Shadrack's non-nonnative beha\'ior into
their society. Rather than violently opposing his \\'ay ofhfe. they accept him and even
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eventually participate. Their nonviolent response, "lives with its unknowingness about
the Other in the face of the Other, since sustaining the bond that the question opens is
finally more valuable than knowing in advance what holds us in common" (35).
Rather than upsetting the order of things, Shadrack is incorporated and is in part used
to reinforce this order. However, the reality appears to be that Bottom only accepts
Shadrack because his deviation from the normal is restricted to one day of the year.
Since the rest of the year he seems to be a recognizable, functioning part of the
community, playing by the rules that are already established, Shadrack's 'suicide day'
becomes less frightening and it becomes much easier to ignore its deeper implications.
His day-to-day "craziness:' which includes nudity, drunkenness and even the ability to
curse white men and women without retribution, can still somehow be recognized and
accepted, but his attempt to control death cannot. The town then, rathcr than
cmbracing difference, seems to force these diffcrences into artificial positions.
As black women, Sula and Ncl are considcred socially infcrior both to black
men as well as all of whitc society. Already, they are the voice 0 f the minority or a
voice as Butler suggests that is often unheard or unacknowledged. A black woman's
role at this time was to provide for her family and in essence to "make someone else"
namely a man (92). Both girls gro\\' up in households \\'ithout true father figures but
have models \\'ith \\'hich to perccivc what is propcr female conduct. For Sula, her
grandmother Eva is particularly representative of a \\"oman' s proper place. Eva has
gi\en as much as she possibly C~lIl f(lr her children's sake having literally gi\'en up a
limb to pro\'ide for her t:lmily. Her role of mother is taken seriously enough to become
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the main identifier in her own life. Though she lives most of her life without a husband
she reminds us that this was "not by choice" and "ain't no woman got no business
floatin' around without no man" (92). Eva's desire to see men and women in places
that they ought to be concems her son, Plum, as well. When Plum comes back from
the war and refuses to live like the man Eva expected him to be she decides she must
kill him. Just as Shadrack's ill presence was initially opposed, Eva's inability to
understand Plum leads to his death. Reflecting on this Eva says:
·After all that carryin' on, just gettin' him out and keepin' him alive, he wanted
to crawl back in my womb and well ... 1ain't got the room no more even ifhe
could do it. .. I donc cverything I could to makc him leave me and go on and
livc and bc a man but he wouldn't and I had to keep him out so I just thought
of a way he could die like a man not all scrunched up inside my womb, but like
a man.' (72)
Eva's desire to fulfill her role as mother and maker leads her to choose to kill her own
son rather than let him live, as she thought, pathetically. Her literally violent response
to Plum's departure from the nonnal comes from a feeling of direct responsibility for
both his actions as well as his life. Rather than being guided by her desire, which
would be to let him live. she is guided by the rules that govem acceptable male and
female behavior. b'a feels a responsibility to maintain thc binary gcndcr roles to such
an cxtcnt that any dC\'iation from this must bc purgcd. Whcthcr consciously or not.
Eva systcmatically and violently cnforccs cultural prcscriptions ofmalc and fcmale
hchavior.
As Sula and i\cl gro\\' up. thcy sccm at first to rcjcct thc socicty th:11 dcmands
thc rcsponsihilitics and rolcs that arc dcscrihcd for womcn. Sula and :\'cl havc anothcr
plan, and one that seems at least for a time to be conscious: '"because each had
discovered years ago that they were neither white nor male, and that all freedom and
triumph \\'ere forbidden to them, they had set about creating something else to be:'
(52). Morrison describes their discovery in tenl1S that suggest Nel and Sula are
cognizant that they must make choices in order to create a legible existence, even if
only for themselves. Morrison describes their intimate relationship as in many ways
undermining the rules of proper society. For these two women, '"in the safe harbor of
each other's company they could afford to abandon the ways of other people and
concentrate on their own perceptions ofthings'"(55). Nel and Sub's relationship,
clearly the strongest of any we have explored, is based on a shared understanding of
the ways the world works and a shared understanding of the ways people can forge an
authentic ex istence outside of nonnative society.
As Nc1 and Sula grow up, rvlorrison's progression of their potentially
subversive relationship grows more steadily into something akin to romantic love. The
potentially seditious acts of the girls remain subtle until one aftemoon when the girls
are playing by the ri\·er.
Sula Ii ftcd hcr hcad and joincd Ncl in thc grass play. In conccrt, without C\'cr
meeting each other's eyes. they stroked the blades up and dO\\"Il. up and down.
Nel found a thick t\\'ig and, with hcr thumbnail. pullcd away its bark until it
was strippcd to a smooth. crcamy innoccncc. Sula lookcd around and found
onc too. Whcn both t\\'igs \\'crc undresscd Nelmo\"cd casily to thc ncxt stagc
and bcgan tcaring up thc rootcd grass to makc a barc spot of carth. Whcn a
gcncrous clearing was madc. Sula traccd intricatc pattcms in it \\'ith hcr t\\·ig.
At first 1':el was content to do the samc. But soon shc grcw impaticnt and
pokcd her twig rh~1hmically and intensely into thc carth, making a small ncat
hole that grc\\" decpcr and \\'ider \\'ith thc least manipulation ofhcr twig. Sub
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copied her, and soon each had a hole the size of a cup ... Together they worked
until the two holes were one and the same. When the depression was the size of
a small dishpan. Nel's twig broke. With a gesture of disgust she threw the
pieces into the hole they had made. Sula threw hers in too ... Each then looked
around for more debris to throw into the hole ... until all the small defiling
things they could find were collected there. Carefully they replaced the soil and
covered the entire grave with uprooted grass. Neither one had spoken a word.
(58-9)
In this moment, the reader begins to sense a budding sexual connection between the
two girls5. Nel and Sula are cngaging in pseudo scxual acts with their twigs; stripping
away the bark and "rhythmically" and methodically making holes in the earth. The
combination of thc two holcs sccms to bc thc culmination of thc scxual conncction
bctwccn thc two girls marking a mcrgc in both thc physical and mcntal scnsc. But thcn
Ncr s t\\'ig breaks. possibly foreshadowing the break of the relationship to come. Sula.
\\'ho has calmly followed Nel' s lead. scems to be capable of continuing on this path of
cxploration. Hcr twig. unlike Ners. remains intact suggesting pcrhaps her desire for
somcthing morc. This also forcshadows thc coming brcak and sccms to suggcst that
Sula is capablc of acknowledging and sustaining this rclationship whcrc Ncl, who
cvcntually cntcrs Bottom socicty. is not. It is also important that Sula is constantly
"copying" Ncl's movcmcnts as though thcy might bc unnatural to hcr. Sula is contcnt
that hcr t\\ig can do somcthing othcr than a distinctivc malc scxual gcsturc. Both girls.
howc\'Cf. rcmain si lent. pcrhaps rccognizing thc dangcr of this momcnt and ncvcr
\'Cfbally ackno\\'ledgc actions that could bc construed as impropcr and wrong. Evcn
morc intriguing. dircctly aftcr this momcnt. Sub and i\el accidentally drown a young
, ~cc Barl',1ra Johm0I1'5 ar1icle al1J JuJith Butler'5 C55.1~ for.1 I1wrc Cl'llll'rchcml\(' h~ok 3t :\c1 311d
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boy and remain silent about their involvement. Taking the sexual metaphor further, the
girls who had just expertly wielded "twigs" and then buried them have just done a
similar act. The girls accidentally kill the first male they see following the hole-
digging solidifying themselves as outside the boundaries of gendered behavior. Rather
than 'mothering' the young boy as they should, they react violently. This moment
binds them to one another even more closely and seems to lead to a further blending of
self. In addition. the young boy's death is trivialized by white society. Sula, in
particular, seems wracked with guilt and rushes into Shadrack's house to see ifhe had
witnessed her and Sula's inaction. He simply says "always." and Sula remains shaken
by the sight of him for the rest of her life (62). Perhaps it is here, when faced with
Shadrack's existence. that Sula consciously chooses to remain on the borders. creating
her own life because she sees how little hers is valued.
The highly developed intimacy seen here continues to develop throughout the
girls' childhood and young adult liws. Sula's mother Hannah was known for her
"easy \\'ay" \\'ith the men of Bottom which was accepted casually by the men but was
disliked for its lack of "passion" and "attachment" by the \\'omen (44). From Hannah.
Sub had learned that sex \\'as "pleasant and frequent. but otherwise unrcmarkable"
(44). NC\' s mother. on the other hand. was pristinc. prissy and disapproved of
Hannah's loosc \\a)'s. b'cntually as the girls become more aware of their O\\'n
sexuality. they begin to cxplorc thc \\orld ofmcn together. Nel and Sula's reaction
towards men in gcncral was not that of thc tYl,ical female fricnds:
~ -
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They never quarreled, those two, the way some girlfriends did over boys, or
competed against each other for them. In those days a compliment to one was
a compliment to the other. (84)
Unlike Irene and Clare or even Violet and Dorcas, men were not a means of separation
between them, nor were they a means of connection. For the girls, men appeared
unnecessary in many ways. Once again, the sharing of men without jealousy or anger
suggests a connection that goes beyond simple friendship. At this age the girls still
seem to be looking towards each other for the emotional needs of a romantic
relationship and find, "in each other's eyes the intimacy they were looking for" (52).
In a similar way, Morrison suggests that the speedy intimacy with which the
girls becomc friends is due to the fact that. "they had made each othcr's acquaintance
in the delirium of their noon dreams" (51). Again, thcrc is a romantic clement to thc
nature of thc fricndship and a language most often rescrved for a significant othcr.
Interestingly, thcre is a certain distinction betwecn the two girls' afternoon drcams.
Nel's dreams involvcd a "fiery princc" \\'ho "approached but ne\'Cr quite arrived" (51).
Most importantly for NcI though was that. "always, \\'atching thc drcam along with
her. were some smiling sympathetic eyes" (51). i.,,1eal1\\,hiIe Sula's dreams wcre of
herselt', "galloping through her own mind on a gray-and-whitc horsc tasting sugar and
smelling roses in full view of a someonc who shared both the tastc and the speed·'(52).
Ner s dream, more traditional. has a princc coming to presumably rescue her although
he never arrives. Sub, on the other hand, seems to embody the prince in hcr dream,
breaking free of traditional "fcmininity." For hcr. there is no detinite male tigure like
that of the prince in Nel's reverie. Importantly, both dreams include a privileged
onlooker who shares in all aspects of the dream.
However, this relationship at least in its outward foml eventually begins to
change. Jude, a young local man, asks Nel to marry him and she accepts.
Unbeknownst to her. Jude's true reasons for his proposal come from a, "rage and
detemlination to take on a man's role anyhow" (82). In fact. Jude's determination to
be a man "anyhow" stems specifically from his unrecognizable manhood in the white
world. Though stronger and more qualified, Jude is rejected time and again from
working on building the roads surrounding Bottom in favor of less quali fied men who
arc white. His unrecognizability forces him to enter into a specifically malc gcndered
role, giving him an identity and a humanity that hc felt was lacking. For Ncl though,
this acceptancc is a step back from the world shc had created with Sula and in this way
she rc-enters traditional socicty. In this world, "the two of them together would make
one Jude," and NeI's desires and emotions would be put on hold for her husband and
childrcn (83). In Butlcrian tcnns, it appears that Jude's rage and griefat his racially
dcrivcd unrccognizability is bcing subsumcd and thcn manifcstcd in a mclancholic
"masculine'" response. Rather than recognizing Nel as a human being as well. his
dcsirc sccms to bc that just as thc whitc mcn ignorc his reality \\·hilc incorporating him
into thcir li\TS in somc sort of Icgible social position, Judc can usc Nel as a way to
makc him rccognizable though it simultaneously erascs hcr own idcntity.
Ho\\·c\Tr this acceptance of a societallcgibility is not ncccssarily forced onto
~cl. For :':cL Judc had "sclectcd hcr a\\·ay from Sula. And grcatcr than hcr fricndship
was this new feeling of being needed by someone who saw her singly" (84). Ner s
desire to be seen as an individual, as a separate entity, has pushed her towards this
decision, though in fact it does not accomplish this end. Perhaps Nel recognizes that
Nel and Sula are viewed as one simply because no one else is a part of or seems to
access the separate world they have created together. In order to be seen singly,
though certainly not in the sense Nelmight expect, she must engage in typical
gendered and cultural behavior, just as Irene or Violet had. Though Nel realizes she is
seen apart from Sula, she is not seen as an individual but rather a means to accomplish
"a man's role anyhow."' Despite this desire, her connection to Sula remains quite
close. At her wedding, looking for reassurance about thc wedding night from her
husband. Nd instead focuses on Su\a's form walking down the road. It is Sula's image
that the reader last sees before Ner s first sexual encounter with her husband which
places an emphasis on Sula's importance to Nel over Jude's importance to Nel.
After Ners wedding Sub leaves town for many years. Upon her return, she
immediately reconnects with Nd and Nel feels as though she's, "getting the use of an
eye back .... talking to Sub had a!\\·ays been a conversation \\·ith herselC'(95}.
However. unbekno\\·nst to Sub, things havc changcd between the two women. Sub
sleeps \\·ith Jude and Nel walks in on them. Horrificd, she is thro\\·n into a deep gricf
\\·hich she attributes to the betrayal of her friend but more importantly to Jude leaving
her. Sula. ho\\·ever. is at a loss as to the reason for this anger and hurt l"el fecls:
She had clung to 0:el as both the closest thing to an other and a self. only to
discover that she and 0:el were not one and the same thing. She had no thought
at all of causing 0:el pain when she had bedded do\\·n with Jude. They had
always shared the affection of other people, compared how a boy
kissed ... Marriage, apparently, had changed all that she was ill prepared for
the possessiveness of the one person she felt close to Nel had been the first
person who had been real to her, whose name she knew, who had seen as she
had the slant of life that made it possible to stretch it to its limits ... Now Nel
belonged to the town and all of its ways. (120)
Unlike Nel, Sula has continued to view their relationship as her deepest and most
important connection. Sula it seems has been conscious of her identity as lying outside
the social fabric since early childhood. Nel, however, chooses to re-enter society and
accepts these rules and prescriptions. For Sula, the rules of society do not pertain to
her relationship with Nel because it falls outside that goveming realm and in fact, only
there had Nel been "real." Sula had always envisioned that she and Nel lived in the
"slant of life" that made it possible to be happy in this world without having to
necessarily confonll to all expectations of a black woman in Bottom. Nel, however,
has intemalized the rules that had not applied to her before marriage and holds Sula to
this new standard of conduct. Sula. while away from Bottom, bccame aware of the
impossibility of the t}1Je of connection with a man that she had with Nel:
She had been looking all along for a fricnd, and it took her a while to discover
that a lover was not a comrade and could never be-for a woman. And that no
onc would e\'cr be that \'Cfsion of herself which shc sought to rcach out to and
touch with an ungloved hand. (121 )
Sub is not willing to place her needs and dcsircs below that of a man or of children.
Her necd to lovc and be 100'Cd as shc pleased had ah\'ays been fulfilled by her mutual
relationship \\'ith i\cluntil this rupture. The "friend" and It)\'C[ Sula seems to be
looking for is i\el. Sub recognizes that no man can connect with her to the "ungloved"
part of her self\\'hich Butler would suggest still aches \\'ith thc loss of one entire mode
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of desire or recognizability. Nel, on the other hand, had fulfilled that primal version of
herself that she could touch with an ungloved hand, and had seemed to erase or break
through the social taboo that had been set up as an interior moral directive.
Later. the reader discovers Sula' s justification for sleeping with Jude. When
Nel finally asks Sula for an explanation. Sula says: "well there was this space in front
of me. behind me. in my head. Some space. And Jude filled it up. That's all. He just
filled up the space" (144). To Nel. it appears as if Jude simply filled a space where
Sub needed him. However, looked at in another way that seems more fitting, Jude
takes up space hClll'CCIl Sula and Nel. Once he became Nel"s husband he physically
and socially took up a space between the two women and could not be moved. His
official importance over Sula stood in her way of being as close to Nel as she had
been. So. Sula's need to re-enter that space next to Nel necessitates in her mind
sleeping \\'ith or sharing Nel"s husband. Howcvcr. Judc's position as husband becomes
a spacc that displaces the spacc that containcd Sula and Ncl's illegible lovc and thc
social legitimacy of Judc's position crcatcs a barricr bctwccn Ncl and Sula which
causes Sula to desirc to rc-claim that spacc for her and Ncl oncc marc.
This angcr and hurt ofNcl"s sccms to Sula to be a misrecognition of the rcal
loss. Rcinforcing this supposition. rathcr than gricving hcr lost rclationship \\·ilh Sula.
l\cl waits for a gricf ovcr thc loss ofhcr husband that ncvcr comcs:
Hunchcd down in thc small bright room Ncl \\'aitcd. Waitcd for thc oldcst cry,
:\ scrcam not for othcrs. not in s~l1lpathy for a bumt child. or a dcad fathcr. but
a dceply pcrsonal cry for one' s own pain, .. But it did not comc. ( lOR)
Nel"s pain and grief cannot come until she acknowledges the true cause behind it: her
loss of Sula. Coming back to Butler's concept of gender melancholia, Nel's desire to
go back to her pain. ""a scream not for others" suggests a desire to recognize and
respond to her first loss. Her denied homosexual desire, which had been explored if
only subconsciously through her relationship with Sula, becomes this ""oldest cry'"
""But it did not come" and Nel cannot access this cry until she identifies her loss of
Sula.
Sula herself goes through a transfonnation and grieving process. After she
loses the friendship ofNel, she remains in Bottom but is considered by most to be a
pariah. Eventually she begins a sexual relationship with a local man named Ajax. One
time, while making love, Sula begins to mentally describe to herself the stripping
away of the physical Ajax. She says:
I will sec the loam, fertile, free of pebbles and twigs ... 1will put my hand deep
into your soil. lift it, sift it with my fingers, feel its wann surface and dewy
chill below... I will water your soil to make it moist. .. And when do the two
make mud?( 131)
Though Sula is involved in an intense and somewhat possessive relationship with a
male, the language of this passage draws the reader back to the "hole" digging scene
with Nel earlier. In essence, it seems as though Sula is looking for a replacement for
the relationship she had with Nel. Sub is describing Ajax as potential soil. free of the
""t\\'igs and pebbles" that she's seen in other sitl13tions. After she and Nc1 combined
holes, the broken twigs as well as any surrounding ""detiling things" \\'ere thrust into
the hole and then it was covered, Here she is once again looking for a combination of
the holes but without that break and wants to know "when the two make mud." Rather
than suggesting that she will complete Ajax as Jude thinks Nel will complete him,
Sula senses that her relationship with Ajax, as with Nel, will create something new.
Yet as soon as Ajax senses that Sula has begun to need him he disappears from her life
and Sula is left alone once again.
If we are to read Sula and Ners relationship as unacceptable in society, either .'
as a lesbian relationship or simply that of two women who would prefer to remain
each other's closest relationship then Ner s lack of recognized grief at the rupture can
be explained using Butler's analysis of sexual relationships that are forced into the
background or even the invisible. Nel and Sula's intimate connection is not recognized
by Nel as more important than her relationship with .Iude or even her own children.
This thought had become unacceptable to Nel once she married and joined with the
rest of Bottom society. Sula. on the other hand. had continued to reject the roles she
was expected to confonn to: marriage and motherhood. Once Nel and Sula break after
Sula sleeps with .Iude. Sula becomes an outcast. This refusal to become a part of
functioning society causes Sula to be considered by all of Bottom as a demon and a
"devil" (117). In this \yay, Sula is also relegated to her O\\'n place in society. Sula
becomes a sciI' described "pariah" and is aware that the townspeop1c. "framed their
hatred as disgust ftlr the easy way she lay \\'ith men:' (122). This "hatred" seems
sprung from the illegibility ofSula's position. As a blaek woman who sleeps with mCl1
simply to satist~· her o\\"n desires, she oversteps the acceptable limits of her gender" s
roles and supposed desires. This assertion. made specifically by Butler in Amigol1l"s
Claim describes the inhuman space where one's actions are considered dangerous by
society.
She is not of the human but speaks in its language. Prohibited from action, she
nevertheless acts, and her act is hardly a simple assimilation to an existing
nonn. And in acting, as one who has no right to act, she upsets the vocabulary
... that is a precondition of the human, implicitly raising the question for us of
what those preconditions really must be. (A11ligone 's Claim 82)
Rather than specifically kinship ties as in the play Anfigonc, Sula is upsetting the
natural order of love and desire or rather gender and sexual nom1S. Sula's actions or
non-actions are actions of the human by the inhuman. Her actions, unlike Shadrack's.
are not assimilated "to an existing norm" but instead are seen as dangerous and must
be counteracted. Her mere presence raises questions for the townspeople of Bottom
that they would rather have left unexplored. In this way, Sula has become the
unrecognized and demonized non-human that Butler describes.
Oddly enough Sula also provides a way for Bottom to function even more
towards its purported ideal. strengthening the enforcement or enactment of the "rules"
of the social order. For Bottom,
Once the source of their personal misfortune was identified, they had
leave to protect one another. They began to cherish their husbands and
\\'ives, protect their children, repair their homes and in general band
together against the devil in their midst. (117)
Once Sub is negated, the 'human' life of Bottom can continue 1110re "normally" than
it had even before she arrived. Here, Sula's situation is consistent with Butler's
conception of each person and each group as affecting each other in meaningful \\·ays.
Though she is shunned by the community she is also an essential part of it. Though
they had functioned somewhat outside of the acceptable or ideal before Sula came,
cheating on their spouses, ignoring their children and neighbors, Sula' s extreme
deviance causes them to reinforce the nornl. Sula cannot be tolerated like Shadrack's
suicide day simply because her daily existence shakes the foundation of the nornlal.
However. when Sula dies, her assigned and proper place is void. Without her "evil"
presence to inspire them, the townspeople become lax in their enactment of the rules
(117). For the townspeople of Bottom, when Sula died, "the tension was gone and so
was thc rcason for thc cffort thcy had madc" (153). In essence, whcn Sub is dead, thc
town no longer functions in a way meant to protect from or prevent her existence.
Over two decades later, the society of Bottom has changed drastically. Ncl
gocs to \'isit Sub's mothcr Eva, who reminds NcI ofhcr and Sub's interchangeability,
and on her return passcs Sub's gravc. Suddenly, the "ball" of pain and grief shc had
been carrying since her rupture with Sula breaks:
'All that time. all that timc. I thought I was missing Judc.' And the loss
pressed down on her chest and came up into her throat. 'We was girls
togcthcr.' shc said as though cxplaining somcthing. '0 Lord, Sub: she cried.
'girl. girl. girlgirlgirl.' (174)
Finally, Nel recognizes her grief for what it truly is and at last is able to mourn her
loss. Her love for Sub abo\'e all others is recognized and therefore becomes valid,
even ifonly to herself. As becomes clear. Ne1's lovc for Sub. whether friendship or
more, lost its sociallcgitimacy after her marriage to Jude. Once she had lost Sula, her
ability to recognize either the pre\'ious relationship or the loss was in part consciously
l'l"lreclosed as a means of protection:
And it is not simply that these are relations that cannot be honored, cannot be
openly acknowledged, and cannot therefore be publicly grieved, but that these
relations involve persons who are also restricted in the very act of grieving,
who are denied the power to confer legitimacy on loss ... Hmv does one grieve
from within the presumption of criminality, from within the presumption that
one's acts are invariably and fatally criminal?(A11ligone 's Claim 79)
According to Bottom, Nel's grief for Sula would have been criminal and therefore
Nel's belief that it had been Jude she missed becomes a mask for her true feelings. Her
inability to grieve Sula, a pariah, a cheater and a "devil"' forces her to put Jude in
Sula's place to form a legitimate loss. But with her popped ball of grief Nel allows the
reader to see the movement from Butler" s description of misrecognition and
dehumanization to recognition by legitimizing her feelings for Sula.
The rclationship bctwccn Sula and Ncl can ncvcr bc rccognizcd and acccptcd
by Bottom socicty as anything more important than an cvcryday fcmalc fricndship
\\'hile the loss ofNel"s husband, a lawful relationship, is considered real or as Butler
would say "human:' Howcvcr. Ncl" s final gricf ovcr hcr loss of Sula allows it a
Icgitimatc claim as mcaningful cvcn ifonly to hcrsclf. Sula's dcsirc to continuc to livc
with Ncl outsidc thc boundarics ofthc rolcs and rclationships thcir society prcscribcd
for thcm created a split that was not healed until Ncl recognized Sula's importance to
hcr, Following Butler's assertion that. "if\\e'\'e lost. then it seems to follow that wc
ha\'e had, that \\'C havc dcsircd and lo\·cd. and struggled to find thc conditions for our
desire."' I'\el is then tinally ackno\\ledging her dcsircs as \\'cll as her legitimatc grief
over an important loss (17). While Sub's life outside oflifc c\'cntually lead to hcr
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death, the melancholic feminization of Nel begins to break with the assertion of the
loss of Sula, legitimizing both Nel"s grief and Nel and Sula's important relationship.
Nel and Sula refuse to become competition for one another and ultimately
remain each other's most important relationship, even if it is only after Sula' s death.
Optimistic, more so than in Passing or )a::, the relationship between two women
remains the means of accessing the power to legitimate one's identity and one's
desires. Rather than succumbing to the demands of prescriptions and discriminations,
women. when working and acting together. are finally able to "make" themselves.
4S
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